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Abstract

The Negev Bedouin Arabs are a part of the indigenous Palestinian Arab minority in Israel who historically derived their livelihood from herding and seasonal agriculture. Subsequently they underwent a rapid urbanization process, which entailed the loss of their traditional economy. These changes required a re-making of the Bedouin woman's social, educational and economic role in the life of the community. We explored Bedouin women's experiences in mainstream higher education. The study findings indicated that Bedouin Arab women in higher education demonstrated resilience and agency as participants in modernizing Bedouin traditions, and indigenizing 'Western-style' modernity. Despite the myriad of challenges it presented, they experienced mainstream higher education as an essential avenue for their personal and communal development.

1. Introduction

The Negev Bedouin are among the indigenous Palestinian Arabs who remained in Israel in the aftermath of the war of 1948. Traditionally, they inhabited the Negev Desert and derived their livelihood from animal husbandry and seasonal agriculture. Subsequently they underwent a rapid, government-planned urbanization process, which entailed the loss of their lands and traditional economy. Today, they are a minority that is systematically being underdeveloped, within the context of a high-income, developed state. They have the lowest education levels, lowest incomes, and highest unemployment rates in the country [1]. The provision of poor-quality educational services, which are distributed in a manner that disproportionally disadvantages Bedouin girls, ensures that the Bedouin continue to lag behind [2].

One of the most detrimental effects of the governmental land expropriation and urbanization of the Bedouin was its dissolution of the productive role of women in the household economy. These changes required a re-making of the Bedouin woman's social, educational and economic role in the community [3]. Since higher education is now critical for integration into Israel's modern economy, we explored Bedouin women's experiences of engagement in mainstream higher education as a means to individual and communal empowerment.

2. Theoretical Background

Gender roles in the Bedouin community have been impacted by the rapid and radical change they underwent. Traditionally, females dwelt primarily within the world of the extended family, and made a very important contribution to the household economy (i.e. herding; milking and processing milk products; making the animal hair and wool into carpets, tents, mattresses and pillows; harvesting crops; etc.). They were also considered the “bearers of the family honor”, and thus, their families preferred not to risk their reputations by allowing girls to travel alone and mix with males from other tribes. Therefore, there was much more reluctance among the Bedouin over sending their daughters to school than over sending their sons to school, especially when schools were far away [4,5].

A significant factor that spurred the development of formal education in the Bedouin community in general, and for girls in particular, was that following the War of 1967, the Bedouin were able to visit their relatives and tribesmen in the Occupied Territories (the West Bank and Gaza Strip) for the first time since 1948. The Bedouin who had remained in Israel found that many of their counterparts in the Occupied Territories (the West Bank and the Gaza Strip) were educated and had become teachers, doctors, lawyers, etc.; while they for the most part had only had limited access to education, and the vast majority of them remained illiterate [4,6].

In addition, women as well as men obtained education in the Occupied Territories, while few if any females in the Negev had received education. Intermarriage between these two previously separated segments of the Bedouin community resulted in educated women from the West Bank and Gaza Strip coming to live in the Negev. These contacts had an impact on the dynamics of the Negev Bedouin community and led
them to send their children, girls and boys, to school in greater numbers [4], [5].

A study was conducted in 1991-92, in which over 300 Bedouin mothers from planned towns and unrecognized villages – 90% of whom had no formal education themselves – were asked about their aspirations for their children’s education (Abu-Saad et al., 1998). Ninety eight percent (98%) of the mothers said that they would like to see their sons finish high school and 81% would like to see their daughters finish high school (though about 20% of these acknowledged the existence of family or financial barriers to realizing their aspirations). In addition, 91% of mothers hoped that their sons would obtain higher education, as compared to 72% who hoped that their daughters would obtain higher education. Among the mothers who had aspirations for their children’s higher education, 6% did not expect to see their aspirations fulfilled because of financial barriers, and 12% did not expect to see their aspirations fulfilled for their daughters because the extended family did not permit girls to obtain higher education [5].

The mothers were also asked about their occupational aspirations for their children. Many of the mothers’ aspirations were non-specific (41% for sons and 32% for daughters). However, 44% of mothers hoped to see their sons in high status, white-collar professions such as medicine, law, and engineering. Thirteen percent (13%) of mothers held the same aspirations for their daughters, while 28% said they would like to see their daughters become teachers. Only 9% of mothers said they would like to see their sons become teachers. Several mothers commented that the professions their sons and daughters entered would depend upon how well they were doing academically. Interestingly, there were no significant differences between the aspirations of mothers who lived in the planned towns and those who lived in unrecognized villages for their sons’ and daughters’ high school and higher education, or their future occupations [5].

In the late 1990’s two major factors led to growth in the numbers of young Bedouin women who were completing high school and attending institutions of higher education. The first was the growth of the influence of the Islamic movement in the Bedouin community. Since Islamic teachings stress the importance of obtaining an education, for both males and females, young women were able to use this religious support to overcome the more conservative Bedouin traditions that restricted women’s movement outside the environs of the extended family. The second factor was the establishment of the Center for Bedouin Studies and Development at Ben-Gurion University in 1997. It provided a special, but short-lived, intervention offering female Bedouin students full tuition and academic support for 3-4 years. This project had a positive impact on the community, in terms of the students providing a role model of university-educated Bedouin women.

Throughout Arab society, there are a number of factors that have affected the educational and general status of females, among which are Islam and cultural traditions. We will provide a brief general overview of how these factors have impacted female education.

### 2.1. Research on Women, Islam and Tradition

The role of women in Muslim society has been the subject of extensive research in the last four decades. Until recently, much of this writing has implicitly or explicitly focused on the subordinate status of women in a rigidly segregated social system [8,9]. Women are portrayed as helpless, passive victims, whose very identity, status, and existence are dependent on their male kin [9]. These stereotypes are derived largely from images of women in the Middle East and are generalized arbitrarily to Muslim and Arab women worldwide [10,11].

In contrast, Muslim scholars have argued that, from an historical perspective, Islam actually improved the condition of women, and its proponents assert that a return to the true precepts of Islam, combined with improvements in education, legal, and social rights, would accord women their proper position in Muslim society. The Qur’an and Sunnah institutionalize gender equality and equity in Islam and the rights, roles, responsibilities, and opportunities of women.

Vertical or discriminatory gender division with regard to social and human rights is forbidden in the Qur’an [12]. According to Badawi [13] Islamic law clearly establishes a woman’s rights to her own money, inheritance, real estate, and other property, regardless of whether she is married or single. The Qur’an legitimates women’s right to access and control over their own economic resources, even within the family: “Unto men [of the family] belongs a share of that which parents and near kindred leave, and unto women, a share of that which parents and near kindred leave, whether it be a little or much – a determinate share”[14].

With regard to education, female children and adolescents have the same right and responsibility to seek knowledge as do their male counterparts. The Prophet Muhammad said, “Seeking knowledge is mandatory for every Muslim.” [12]. Thus, according to Islam, knowledge and education are clearly essential, and indeed, mandatory, in Islam for both males and females. Rights and opportunities are conferred equally regarding the social, political, economic, and spiritual institutions of Islamic ideology. Badawi [13] asserted that justice was genderless in Islam.

However, in most modern Muslim societies, women do not fully enjoy these rights. This gap between the reality and the ideal is due to the mixing...
of Islamic ideals with the incompatible pre-existing cultural traditions that construct women’s status in these societies. It is this conflict between the ‘real’ and the ‘ideal’ in social values that defines the gap between Islamic ideals and realities of Muslim women in society [12], [15], [16]. Thus, numerous scholars have argued that women in Muslim countries require fundamental shifts of economic, social, and political policies. Greater effort is needed to align societal orientations on equity and opportunity to the more inclusive and equitable institutions of Islamic ideology. Promoting female education, in which significant progress has been made throughout the developing world – including Muslim countries – will enable and empower Muslim women to be active participants in this process [16], [17], [15].

3. Objectives and methods

The present study focuses on the academic, social and political experiences, attitudes, and perceptions of young Bedouin women studying at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, the main regional university in the Negev. Since both quantitative and qualitative methods were used to explore these issues, the study was carried out in two phases. In the first phase, a self-administered, structured questionnaire was constructed that probed issues of academic and social expectations and experiences at the university; general aspirations, achievement, motivation and life goals; and, attitudes toward modernity, religiosity, citizenship, and civic and national identity.

4. Findings

Questionnaires were completed by 59 of the 98 students to whom they were distributed (response rate: 60%). In-depth interviews were conducted with 8 students. Pseudonyms are used in reporting the results to protect the confidentiality of the interviewees. The results of the major themes explored quantitatively are summarized, and material from the in-depth interviews is used as the primary tool for interpreting Bedouin female students’ experience of higher education, and its meaning for their own lives and the life of their community.

4.1. Academic experience and stereotypes

Bedouin women’s academic experience was permeated with struggle on myriad levels, including: getting admitted to one’s field of choice; adjusting academically and socially; developing essential functional skills in Hebrew (second language) and English (third language); and overcoming logistic and financial barriers.

The female Bedouin students surveyed were asked about their academic experience in the first semester. The vast majority (83%) felt that studying at the university was a completely different and much more challenging experience than studying at high school had been. Many (45%) felt they had to cope with difficult materials without enough support, 53% thought that their study load was too heavy, and 63% felt great pressure to get high grades. Only 30% thought that the academic assistance they received through the Dean of Student’s office was adequate, while an even lower proportion (22%) felt that their professors understood their needs.

The in-depth interview shed further light on the “immense psychological adjustment”, as one interviewee put it, that attending university required:

**Sahar** - I found it very overwhelming [when I began studying at the university]; it was a very, very difficult transition to make. I was used to going just from school to home, and that was practically my whole world. Attending the university required an immense psychological adjustment. Suddenly we were thrown into a new society that had a different language, and different norms and values as well. I even felt alienated from the other Arab students I saw, and found it hard to adjust to their behavior.

My academic adjustment is affected by a lot of problems and pressures. I sit in class and attend the lectures, but sometimes I feel that my brain isn’t following the lecturer at all. I never had that problem in high school. Sometimes, I feel so far away from the other students and the lecturer; I feel like an outsider, like someone who doesn’t belong, and this affects my concentration.

Yet, I came from the desert, and this has taught me how to be patient, and how to think. I’m not a person to give up easily.

Interestingly, Sahar found that she could draw upon resources she had developed in her home environment – the patience and endurance she had learned in the desert – to help her make the adjustment to the largely foreign environment of the university.

Several of the women spoke about the difficulty of suddenly having to function solely and completely in their second language (Hebrew). They highlighted the stressfulness of this adjustment, in light of their poor academic preparation and lack of prior functional experience in Hebrew. Fatmah discussed how the language difficulties encountered by minority students at the universities created not only academic, but also psychological, pressure:

**Fatmah** - My first semester, I took Research Methodology, and at the beginning, I didn’t understand a single word the professor said. This made me very scared and pressured. It’s better now, but to this day, I don’t understand everything in the lecture.
While many of the interviewees shared similar experiences, they also described how their academic skills improved and the psychological pressures decreased over time:

**Mona** - Now [3rd year] I’m much better adjusted to the university environment. I raise my hand in the middle of a lecture if I don’t understand something or didn’t catch it, and I ask the professor to repeat it. I also go to the professors with my questions during their office hours.

The survey, which was administered toward the end of the academic year, tends to confirm the notion that the female Bedouin students managed to adjust academically over time and to develop competence in essential academic skills. The percentage of women who were confident about their abilities to express themselves clearly orally and in writing, and to succinctly summarize reading materials, ranged from 43% to 48%, while about one third acknowledged feeling very embarrassed if they were called upon to speak in class. English remained the greatest problem for them, with 59% feeling uncomfortable about having to read English texts, and only 21% expressing confidence about their ability to understand articles and books written in English (see Figure 1).

**Students Who Were Confident in Their Abilities to:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand an article or book written in English</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respond confidently when the professor calls on me in class</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Express myself clearly orally</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarize an article of chapter in a succinct manner independently</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Express myself clearly in writing</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read texts in Hebrew on my own</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study for exams effectively</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study independently with the help of written guidelines</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Percentage of Female Bedouin University Students Who Were Confident in Their Abilities to:

Sahar, for example, was acutely aware of the inadequacy of her high school preparation, particularly in the English language, and of its importance to academic success at the university:

I also had problems because of my level of English. I have a very poor background in English, which I think is pretty typical for the students who come out of Arab high schools, because we have a very hard time getting good quality English high school teachers. In my high school, teachers would come and go, often without even finishing a whole year. When I was in the 12th grade, our class didn’t have an English teacher for most of the year. Toward the end of the year, we finally got a good teacher, but by then it was too late to make up all the time we had lost. At the university, English is essential to our studies, and I found this to be true especially in Chemistry. Some of our textbooks are in Hebrew, but these books are more like auxiliary texts, and they’re not on the same level as the English textbooks, which really form the basis for our studies.

In addition to the academic challenges, the female Bedouin university students also had to confront majority stereotypes of the “the Bedouin woman”. One student described her experience as follows:

**Yasmin** - Jews are given the idea, even at home, that the only thing Bedouin girls know how to do is to herd sheep. They…are weak and will always be weak. It seems to me that many Jewish students are not happy when they look around the lecture hall and see that half of the classroom is filled by Bedouin women. This doesn’t fit the stereotype, and they can’t figure out what’s going on.

According to Yasmin, the negative stereotypes of the Jewish students presented a barrier to developing relationships with them, as they tended to relate to their stereotype of ‘a Bedouin woman’ rather than relating to her. However, she also felt that she had succeeded in breaking through and altering their stereotypes in some cases, because she insisted upon encountering them as a whole person, and not an one dimensional stereotype.

### 4.2. Bedouin traditions and higher education

The role of Bedouin traditions in shaping women’s higher educational opportunities was neither uniform nor static, but was rather undergoing a process of change to respond to the changing socio-economic realities of life. With regard to family support, 72% of the students surveyed reported that they received encouragement to study from both their mothers and fathers; while 50%, 47% and 43% received encouragement from sisters, brothers, or another relative, respectively. At the same time, they reported knowing of other young Bedouin women who wanted to study but did not because their parents (66%) or their brothers (46%) were opposed to it.

In all eight interviews, nuclear family support for the daughters’ higher education came from both parents, and was more important than the opposition of other family members, most commonly, brothers. Most of the women told stories of brothers who didn’t do well in school, and who for either academic or economic reasons, did not go on to higher education themselves. On the one level, they represented negative models for educational attainment, but their influence or even active opposition did not seem to reduce their sisters’ determination to go to the university. On another level, the women with younger brothers felt a special responsibility to serve as a source of motivation and encouragement for them to obtain higher education.
There was a great deal of variation in the role of the extended family among the interviewees. For some, it was supportive of their quest for higher education; while for others, it was not mentioned, suggesting that it did not play a role of any significance at all in their decision to attend the university. Some students discussed the concern of their extended families for upholding Bedouin traditions:

**Sahar** - Living in an unrecognized village [which has no paved roads or public transportation] creates a lot of additional obstacles. People in my extended family are very critical of my coming home late at night by myself.

While confronted with conflicting values and traditions, several of the interviewees discussed their impact, as role models, on community attitudes and the opportunities for other Bedouin women to pursue higher education. They were acutely aware that their impact could be either positive or negative, depending upon how they walked the tightrope of reconciling traditional values and customs with their pursuit of higher education. As Nadia said:

We women who have made it to the university have to encourage other young women and provide them with an example. If we study and set a good example by developing ourselves, while at the same time maintaining our values, it will open the path for other young women.

### 4.3. Islam and Bedouin women’s education

Over 80% of the students surveyed identified as faithful Muslims who supported Islamic values. Furthermore, the interviewees viewed Islam as a force that supported their right to obtain education, including higher education. As Nadia explained:

“**Islam gives a woman many rights, and one of them is the right to study. The Koran says that every person, and specifies male and female, is required – required – to study. Islam doesn’t want people to be narrow-minded and undeveloped, but rather to be developed to their fullest potential. In Islam, the woman is very important because she is the basis of the family, and thus, the basis of society. She can’t fulfill this important role if she is not educated. She must be educated to be able to create a thriving educational environment in the home and to raise her children to serve their society.”**

Several of the women discussed the phenomenon in their community of invoking Islamic principles as a basis for not allowing girls to pursue education, but they asserted that this was an illegitimate distortion of Islamic teachings. They instead identified the Bedouin community’s traditions and customs as the actual source of opposition to female education in their society.

**Sara** – People who say that [Islam is opposed to female education] aren’t interpreting Islam correctly; they are interpreting it according to their own interests. And that’s what people like to do with religion – just pick out what is in their own interest to emphasize…. Islam doesn’t forbid women from becoming educated. It is a religion of “conviction, not coercion.”

Interestingly, the interviewees were not persuaded by the negative arguments of local religious leaders, but were secure enough in their own knowledge/interpretation of Islam to challenge and contradict these leaders.

### 4.4. Economic influences & higher education

The discussion of higher educational opportunities for Bedouin women cannot be isolated from the economic realities of the Negev Bedouin community, given its low socio-economic status. The importance of this dynamic was reflected by the survey findings indicating that that 65% of the women were generally worried and another 19% were sometimes worried about financial difficulties, totaling 86% of the students surveyed. The in-depth interviews provided further insights into the financial constraints with which many in the Bedouin community were struggling, their impact on Bedouin women in particular, and the crucial importance of financial support as a facilitator of women’s higher educational opportunities.

**Mona** - The boys stop studying, and they start working, to bring in money for the family or to make money for themselves so they can study, because neither they nor their families can support their studies without them working. If families don’t have money, they won’t send girls to study.

Other students spoke of the many female peers they knew who did not go on to higher education because their families lacked the financial resources.

**Rawda** - “If I didn’t have the financial support from the university, my brother would have supported me. But the year after I started studying, my sister also started, so that’s 20,000 NIS a year just for tuition, not counting books, travel, meals, and all of the other expenses. Because the money didn’t have to come from my family, it was psychologically much easier for me to study. I wasn’t comfortable having to take money from my brother and his family; I would much rather have taken it from my father, but he is unemployed, and he would not have been able to support me and my sister at the university.

The financial support is essential for the female Bedouin students. I know a student in a family with 8 children who got a tuition scholarship her first year, and was denied a scholarship her second year. Her father said that he didn’t have the money
to keep her in school, so she would have to drop out. But she wrote a letter of appeal to the Dean of Students and got the scholarship in the end, and that’s the only thing that enabled her to continue her studies.

Scholarship support was essential to relieving female students’ psychological pressures, and for many made the difference between staying in school or having to drop out.

4.5. Identity issues

As part of the Palestinian Arab minority in Israel, Bedouin women must contend with multiple identities, some of which are a source of identity conflict. Most of the students surveyed found ways to integrate the components of being a Muslim, a Palestinian Arab, and an educated woman. As Figure 2 illustrates, most women identified simultaneously as Muslims (92%), academic degree holders (83%), and part of the Arab world (79%). They were much less likely to identify as Bedouin (39%), or Israeli citizens (12%).

The vast majority (83%) indicated that being highly educated was important to their identities. This is a somewhat less common way of speaking of identity or defining one’s identity, however, material from the interviews demonstrated that the women felt that obtaining a university education had fostered their personal and social development and had had a significant impact on whom and what they became. As Yasmin indicated:

The university is a place that really strengthens and expands your personality. It is a place where your character develops a lot socially and in many ways. You have to learn to decide for yourself, and take responsibility for your own decisions. You have to think about what kind of relationships you want to establish, and think twice before you speak, because you are deciding on your own actions, and you will be responsible for them. You feel proud of yourself when you are studying at the university, not only because of the academic achievement, but also because of the social development.

The in-depth interviews shed insight into the reasoning behind these social and national identity choices, and on how the women’s experiences at the university further shaped their identities.
important, but less so than my Muslim identity. This is the term that most fully defines who I am. If I identify myself only as an Arab, that could be racist. If I am a Muslim, it means that I am tolerant and forgiving. If I can only identify as an Arab, what does that really mean for me? Arabs had a very flawed society before the coming of Islam, in which women really suffered. Islam changed that. Islam respected me as a woman, and gave me my status. The Qur’an says, “Heaven lies beneath the feet of the mothers”, which places mothers above heaven even. If your goal is to reach heaven, the way to reach it is by respecting your mother as you should. The prophet Muhammad said that the greatest act of charity in the world is for a husband to place a morsel of food in his wife’s mouth. Now, if we see a scene like that in a Western movie, where a man places a choice piece of food on his fork, and then feeds it to his wife, we say, “oh, how romantic!” But this is really an image or an idea that actually came from Islam over 1000 years ago. If I just identify as an Arab, it limits me to a specific ethnic and social group. Islam is what gives me my value as a human being and a woman”.

Interestingly, Nadia found in Islam a more universal identity than either her Arab or Palestinian identities provided her with.

Rawda found that, contrary to her expectations, her university experience reinforced her primary identity as Palestinian Arab, while failing to provide her with a collective Israeli identity to which she could belong:

I define myself first as a Palestinian Arab…. My university experience has actually confirmed this, and made it stronger. When I first came to the university, I was really looking forward setting aside politics and the political things that divide us, and interacting with the Jewish students. I wanted to mix with them and learn from them in terms of language and many other things. But I really found that they held themselves apart, so our social interaction remained very superficial. This strengthened my feelings of being different and of belonging to a different people”.

Nura also considered her primary identity to be Palestinian Arab, while she considered the term ‘Bedouin’ to describe a lifestyle, rather than an identity:

If I am asked, I say that I am a Palestinian Arab. ‘Bedouin’ is a way of life; it’s not a national or ethnic identity. My understanding of my identity hasn’t changed because of my studies. I’m secure in my identity, and if it is respected, I can do anything. But it is not always easy. My university experience has strengthened my sense of identity because I’m looked at in a discriminatory way. For example, when we Arabs come in the university gate, the security guard will search our bags very carefully, after we’ve seen 20 Jewish students go in ahead of us, and guard doesn’t search their bags at all. I didn’t let this affect me though; I would just let him search. I will prove myself by succeeding at the university. Confronting the security guards would only make problems, because they might open a file on you then in the university security office.

Like most of the other women, Nura did not feel that her university experience changed the identity-understanding with which she had come to the university. Instead, if anything, the experience of being treated differently than her Jewish counterparts strengthened it. She adopted a practical approach to dealing with discriminatory treatment. For example, rather than fighting the reality that she was viewed and treated differently by the security guards, she chose to prove herself by succeeding in her studies.

5. Conclusions

Indigenous Bedouin Arab women in mainstream higher education demonstrated resilience and agency as participants in modernizing Bedouin traditions, and indigenizing ‘Western-style’ modernity. Despite the challenges it presented, they experienced mainstream higher education as an essential avenue for their personal and communal development.

The women in this study exhibited a consciousness of the need to combine change with continuity by maintaining their core values as they pursued their studies, if they were to effectively expand the opportunities for higher education to other young Bedouin women. Contrary to Western stereotypes (and some local interpretations) of Islam, they viewed Islam as a force that supported their right to obtain education, including higher education. Lack of financial resources in the family, however, represented a prohibitive barrier to higher education for Bedouin women in particular, if outside sources of support could not be found. Other physical barriers that affected attitudes toward higher educational opportunities for Bedouin women in the unrecognized Bedouin villages in particular, though not exclusively, included lack of public transportation and infrastructure (e.g., paved roads, mains electricity, etc.). Individual-level dynamics also played a role in shaping educational opportunities. The stories of these young women exhibited exemplary personal motivation and determination to obtain higher education. Notwithstanding all of the important external influences, they acknowledged their own agency, and their power – as well as responsibility – to exercise their personal motivation to reshape attitudes and traditions and create new opportunities for the higher education of women in their community.

Finally, we examined the question of identity among female Bedouin university students. They
contended with multiple identities, some of which were easily reconciled with the others, and some of which were a source of identity conflict. Most of the women surveyed readily integrated the identity components of Muslim-ness, educated-ness, and Arab-ness. Fewer women considered their Bedouin-ness to be an important identity component. Likewise, fewer women considered their Israeli-ness an important identity component. As the in-depth interviews revealed, this grew from a sense of marginality due to their status as members of a minority group in a Jewish state. The sense of marginality was conveyed not only by official public discourse and policy, but also, for some, by their intergroup interactions at the university.

Our exploration of the university experience of female Bedouin students showed that it was permeated with struggle on many levels, including: adjusting academically and socially; developing essential functional skills in Hebrew and English; obtaining academic assistance; financial constraints; and, identity politics, along with majority stereotypes of “the Bedouin woman”. They demonstrated great persistence, determination and resourcefulness in coming up with coping strategies for these problems.

In conclusion, the study findings provide insight into the complexity, variation, and dynamic nature of the Bedouin community as the role of Bedouin women is evolving. The female Bedouin university students who participated in the study confronted and sought to break down the static, one-dimensional stereotypes of Bedouin women and society. They represent the embodiment of real empowerment for Bedouin women, which will come through tangible means. First among these is obtaining higher education and the skills needed to restore the social and economic role of Bedouin women in their community, and facilitate their integration into the modern Israeli labor market. They will then be equipped to take a leading role in their individual-level and community-level development, and in responding to the changing demands and opportunities of the 21st century.
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